
1. HE'S A COMPELLING AND UNIQUE VOICE
One of the few people in Australia who found themselves navigating their 
SECOND pandemic, Murray knows how vital it is to have a game plan to 
REVIVE your leaders and teams as you emerge on the other side.

2. HE’S A CATALYST
Murray ignites and empowers people to embrace new ways of thinking, 
opening the door to new behaviours that will propel your organisation boldly 
and confidently into the future.

3. HE’S A GREAT START
You never have to recover from a good start! Your conference opening is 
precious real estate. Murray will energise your audience to embrace your 
agenda with curiosity and enthusiasm! If you need to fire up your audience in 
the ‘nap’ zone after lunch, he’s your man.

4. HE’S LOW MAINTENANCE & VIRTUALLY ADAPTABLE
If the AV blows up, the air conditioning goes M.I.A. or we need to pivot to a 
virtual platform, Murray still delivers a high energy, content rich experience full 
of immediately useful actions your audience can use to propel their life and 
work forward. If one of your other speakers is delayed, stuck at a border or 
loses their internet, he is happy to be flexible and help in any way he can.

5. HE’LL HANG OUT
To add value to your event, Murray can arrive early to meet your key people 
and high achievers. Schedule permitting, he’s happy to stay to answer 
questions and encourage your team in the following breaks.

6. HE’S A PROMOTER
A video for social media or internal marketing can help build anticipation for 
your event so please just ask. For your newsletter or website, a blog, even as 

a podcast guest, he’ll assist you to magnify the impact of your event.

7. HE’S A CHEERLEADER
During the briefing call, Murray will clarify your themes and objectives to amplify 
your highest aspirations for your audience.

8. HE HAS OTHER TOPICS READY TO GO
If you find you have a gap in your agenda due to unforeseen circumstances, 
Murray can step in and help with other value packed topics.

9. HE HAS HIS FINGER ON THE PULSE
As an Executive Coach, Murray consistently works with clients in many countries. 
This keeps him fresh to contemporary challenges and lines of curiosity. Priorities 
can change quickly so these valuable insights infuse his presentations with up to 
the minute observations.

10. HE GETS INVITED BACK!
Many clients continue to work with Murray embracing the value of a high trust 
collaboration to positively impact their business.
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